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                 We have been working with Trailparts for years now and are very satisfied with their products - The all team is very professional and friendly. We mainly deal with Craig and have to say that he is on point! Highly recommended.
 

                 Jonathan | Aakron Xpress Ltd

            

            
	
            
                 Thanks for the prompt turnaround on that custom axle. Its arrived 5 minutes ago, just in time to catch the rest of the trailer as it heads into final assembly in preparation for the Fieldays. Thanks to the Trailequip Team for going the extra mile. Always appreciate your prompt service and support.
 

                 Rob Hogan | Production Engineer | Kea Trailers NZ Ltd

            

            
	
            
                 Thanks again to you and the team for sorting these axles for us at short notice, 110% appreciated! They're now fully installed to the float & we'll be rolling it in a matter of minutes. Fantastic!
 

                 Justin | Angove Engineering

            

            
	
            
                 This company has two of the best people employed that I have dealt with in a very long time. Dealing with them was so easy!
 

                 E. Hammerich

            

            
	
            
                 We want to be associated with businesses like you who understand what's required to make things easy for the average customer.
 

                 A. Guzzo
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                Contact us

                	Trailparts
	Freephone: 1300 638 698
	Phone: 03 911 62 646
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